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purposes, may imagine that all the inhabitants are ex

clusively engrossed with trade and money-making;

but there is a college here, and many large and flour

ishing literary and scientific institutions. I received

numerous invitations to deliver lectures on geology, but

had scarcely time to finish one short course when I

was reminded, by the breaking up of winter, that 1

could resume my operations in the field.

It was now the second week of April, and already

the willows on "the Battery" were putting forth their

yellowish-green leaves. The air was as warm as in

an English summer, although a few days before the

ground had been covered with snow. Such sudden

changes are trying to many constitutions; and we are

told that if we staid a second year in the United States

we should feel the influence of the climate, and begin

to lose that freshness of colour which marks the newly

arrived Englishman. The greater sallowness of com

plexion here is attributed to the want of humidity in

the air; and we ought to congratulate ourselves that

there is no lack of that ingredient in the atmosphere of

Great Britain. We continue to be surprised at the

clearness of the skies, and the number of fine days and

bright star-light nights, on this side of the Atlantic.

April 12, 1842.-Left New York, and ascended the

North River to Hudson City, to observe there the tran

sition or Silurian slates and limestones. These rocks

have undergone so much disturbance that I was un

able to satisfy myself-perhaps from want of more

time for observation-whether the alleged unconform

abthty of the fossiliferous limestone to the black slate

is real or only apparent, and owing to shifts in the

position of the strata. From Hudson City I followed
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